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Abstract. We present an approach for combining symbolic interpretation and statistical classification in the natural language processing
(NLP) component of a tutorial dialogue system. Symbolic NLP approaches support dynamic generation of context-adaptive natural language feedback, but lack robustness. In contrast, statistical classification approaches are robust to ill-formed input but provide less detail for
context-specific feedback generation. We describe a system design that
combines symbolic interpretation with statistical classification to support context-adaptive, dynamically generated natural language feedback,
and show that the combined system significantly improves interpretation
quality while retaining the adaptivity benefits of a symbolic interpreter.
Keywords: Tutorial dialogue, natural language processing, Intelligent
Tutoring System (ITS), parsing, semantic interpretation
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Introduction

In recent years, there has been considerable research on tutorial dialogue systems
that accept natural language input and engage in dialogue with students to help
them improve their answers [1, 4, 12, 13, 15, 17, 20, 23]. Such systems are designed
to allow students to express their answers in their own words, thus encouraging
knowledge construction and harnessing the power of self-explanation [3].
One of the challenges in developing effective natural language processing
(NLP) modules for tutorial dialogue is finding the right balance between level
of detail and robustness. Tutorial dialogue systems aim to provide help and
feedback in natural language using a wide range of tutoring tactics. Ideally,
system responses will be generated dynamically, taking into account multiple
factors, including the current answer diagnosis, dialogue history, and information
from the student model such as student ability and motivation. In practice, a
system’s ability to produce such responses depends on the level of detail provided
by the NLP component in its analysis of the student answer.
?
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Many existing tutorial dialogue systems use hand-crafted semantic interpreters to link natural language input with their domain models, in order to
produce fine-grained representations of student input [1, 2, 4, 11, 20]. Such symbolic NLP systems can support dynamic feedback generation by implementing
a library of abstract tutorial strategies, and then, for each new problem or situation, producing a feedback message tailored to the context by choosing a
strategy to use and instantiating it from the information gathered from the student answer (see Section 2). However, while such systems offer high precision
in interpreting user input, they also suffer from recall and robustness problems,
and often struggle to achieve adequate performance in large domains.
In contrast, statistical NLP systems use classifiers based on semantic similarity or textual entailment methods to assign student answers to classes corresponding to possible states in a finite-state machine [12, 13, 17, 23]. The classifiers
are trained on large corpora, making these methods more robust to unexpected
input – an advantage when building systems for large domains. However, the
classes they use typically do not provide the fine-grained detail needed to generate natural language feedback dynamically. Therefore, system designers must
pre-author feedback messages for each problem and tutoring tactic combination
(see Section 3.1), which often limits the range of implemented feedback actions.
In this paper, we investigate how the robustness of a semantic interpreter
within a symbolic NLP system can be improved with the addition of a similaritybased statistical classifier. Our goal is to address the robustness issues common in
symbolic NLP architectures, making such systems more reliable and easier to use
in larger domains. This is the first attempt to integrate statistical classification
into an architecture built around dynamic natural language generation. Previous
work on combining deep and shallow processing methods in tutorial dialogue [14,
21] targeted finite-state systems with manually authored feedback.
We show that our combined system achieves significantly higher performance
than the semantic interpreter alone. The best results are achieved by using the
classifier to label sentences that the interpreter cannot handle, thus combining
the strengths of the two techniques to improve overall system robustness.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe how
semantic interpretation is implemented in the Beetle II tutorial dialogue system. In Section 3 we examine how statistical classification can be integrated into
a system architecture based on symbolic NLP. We then describe the semanticsimilarity based classifier we developed and report the results of experimental
evaluation in Section 4. We discuss future system improvements in Section 5.

2

Background

As our test environment, we use the Beetle II tutorial dialogue system [4], developed to teach concepts in basic electricity and electronics to students without
prior knowledge of the domain. The system provides a three-hour self-contained
course where students read pre-prepared instructional materials and interact
with a circuit simulator. During the interaction, they are asked questions about

circuit behavior that require one- to two-sentence answers. For example, students may be asked to explain what they observed in the simulator (e.g., “Why
was bulb A on when switch Y was open?”) or to describe general principles
(e.g., “Why does a damaged bulb impact a circuit?”). Over the duration of the
course, the system asks 56 different explanation questions, each followed by a
remediation dialogue if the student’s initial answer is flawed.1
The system was designed to support fully automatic feedback generation
in a dynamically changing context. Each student answer is parsed by a robust wide-coverage dialogue parser and then mapped into a domain-specific
semantic representation using a set of hand-crafted rules [9]. For example, if
the student responds to “Why was bulb A on when switch Y was open?” by
answering “Bulb A was in a closed path”, the representation will be (with some
details simplified for exposition purposes) (Bulb A) (Path p) (is-closed p
TRUE) (contains p A). This representation is first passed on to the circuit
simulator to verify that the named bulb is indeed contained in a closed path.
Next, the system checks the explanation content for correctness by matching it
against a pattern based on the reference explanation supplied by expert tutors,
in this instance (Bulb ?b) (Battery ?bt) (Path ?p) (is-closed ?p TRUE)
(contains ?p ?b) (contains ?p ?bt). The resulting diagnosis breaks down
the representation of the student answer into correct, missing, contradictory
and irrelevant parts [7]. In our example, for a bulb to be lit, it is not enough for
it to be in a closed path; there must be a battery in the same path. Therefore,
the resulting diagnosis will identify all the objects and relationships mentioned
by the student as correct, nothing as contradictory or irrelevant, and will report
the missing parts as (Battery ?bt) (contains p ?bt).
The tutorial planner uses the diagnosis to choose from a range of remediation strategies and to instantiate them automatically in context. Most strategies
rely on the fine-grained details of the answer analysis for their instantiation; for
example, confirming the correct parts of the answer (“Right. The bulb is in a
closed path.”), hinting at missing bits (“Here’s a hint. Your answer should also
mention a battery.”), or (in another example) explicitly identifying problematic
parts (“You said that switch X was closed, but it was open.”). But there is
also a subset of strategies that require less specific information, such as contentfree prompts (“Right, but is that everything?”) and suggestions for additional
reading. At most points in the interaction, the system can instantiate at least
two content-free strategies, and two which require information from the student
answer diagnosis and dialogue history. Currently, the system chooses which strategy to use based on past student performance. The general policy is to apply
content-free prompts initially, to encourage the students to construct the answer
themselves, and provide increasingly more specific remediations if the student
is struggling [9]. More complex policies are possible in the future, e.g., adapting
the choice of feedback to information in the student model.
The use of deep parsing and semantic interpretation provides significant benefits in this application with its dynamically changing simulation environment,
1
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because it enables the system to diagnose student input and generate contextspecific natural language feedback on the fly. To mitigate robustness issues associated with rule-based processing, the system uses a robust interpretation algorithm and a set of error recovery strategies [6]. This approach is successful on
the whole in helping students learn, resulting in significant learning gains between pre- and post-tests [4]. However, natural language interpretation failures
are correlated with lower learning gains and lower user satisfaction, and there is
substantial room for improvement in interpretation quality [8]. In this paper, we
investigate how the quality of natural language interpretation can be improved
through a combination of deep and shallow processing without sacrificing the
benefits of detailed semantic analysis.

3

System Design

3.1

Answer Classification Approach

The first challenge in developing a statistical classifier to use in a combined system is determining the set of classes to use, balancing the level of detail provided
against the feasibility of acquiring training data. It is possible to induce a semantic parser from annotated data [14, 16]. However, annotating a large number
of sentences with domain-specific logical forms is extremely labor-intensive, and
even more complicated when dealing with vague and ill-formed student answers.
Classification approaches that have been implemented in existing tutorial dialogue systems typically map student propositions to classes or “correct answer
aspects” [12, 18, 21], with each class expressing a single complex idea such as “a
bulb is in a closed path with a battery”2 . Such classes are represented by one
or more exemplar strings, and student answers are assigned to classes based on
the closest match, using semantic similarity and textual entailment methods.
Because the classes are represented by textual strings and not by structured
symbolic representations, class assignment cannot be used directly to generate
natural language feedback. Instead, manually authored remediations are associated with each class (i.e., correct answer aspect), and multiple such remediations
are needed for the system to adapt to context and dialogue history.
Since we intend to use statistical methods to complement symbolic interpretation, we chose to use a set of problem- and representation-independent classes
that support the high-level decision-making structure embedded in the Beetle
II tutorial planner. Student answers can be flawed in different ways. They may
contain explicit errors, contradicting the expected answer or the state of the
world (e.g., saying that a switch is closed when it is open); they may correctly
include part of the explanation but miss some crucial aspects; or they may state
facts that, while true, are not relevant in explaining the phenomenon in question
(e.g., stating that a bulb has two terminals does not explain why it is lit).
2

A finer-grained, generalizable classification approach has been proposed in [19]. This
is a promising avenue of research, but it has not yet been integrated into a running
system. We defer further discussion of its applicability until Section 5.

These different types of flaws are associated with different tutoring strategies
in the Beetle II tutorial planner, based on analysis of human-human tutoring
data and strategies suggested in the literature. In general, the system rejects answers containing explicit errors and asks students to try again; provides positive
feedback on incomplete answers but requests more information; and redirects
students’ attention through hints if their explanations lack relevance. For every flaw type, the system provides both detailed feedback strategies and the
content-free prompts described in Section 2.
We therefore defined an annotation scheme with 5 classes, to be used in
answer classification: “correct”, “partially-correct-incomplete”, “contradictory”,
“irrelevant” and “non-domain”3 . If the fine-grained analysis is unavailable, the
tutorial planner can use the class to select an appropriate content-free prompt
as a fall-back strategy, thus improving its robustness.

3.2

Combining Semantic Interpretation and Classification

Once a suitable classifier is built, we need to decide how to combine its results with the output of the semantic interpreter. To better understand the
performance of the Beetle II interpreter, we previously conducted a system
evaluation based on a corpus of paid volunteers interacting with the system. Every student answer was manually annotated using our five class coding scheme
(κ = 0.69), and the associated semantic interpretation and diagnosis output
from the Beetle II system was automatically mapped to the same scheme [5].
This annotation enables us to directly compare the performance of the semantic
interpreter with that of the classifier, and identify areas for improvement.
In our previous work, we devised a classifier based on lexical similarity and
evaluated it alongside the Beetle II semantic interpreter [5, 10]. The interpreter had a higher precision but substantially lower recall than the statistical
classifier, indicating that the two approaches have complementary strengths and
weaknesses.
Based on the evaluation results in [10], we identified two key performance
issues with the semantic interpreter that we would particularly like to address.
First, the interpreter fails to find any interpretation at all for a large proportion of answers to explanation questions (865 out of 2729 instances, or 32%,
according to the confusion matrix reported in [10]). We will refer to those cases
as “uninterpretable utterances”. Second, out of the answers that the system can
interpret, a large proportion of “correct” and “contradictory” answers are misinterpreted as “partially-correct-incomplete”. Students can feel frustrated if their
correct answers are misinterpreted or rejected, and in general when their answers
3

Students make help requests, social statements and other utterances that do not
contribute any domain content to the dialogue, although the tutor has to respond
to them nevertheless. These are labeled as “non-domain”.

are not understood. Therefore, we attempted to address these issues by testing
three combinations of semantic interpretation and statistical classification:4
1. OptimisticCorrect: if the classifier labels the answer as correct, then the
classifier’s label is used; otherwise, the label from the semantic interpreter
is used. This combination creates a more lenient system that aims to avoid
misidentifying correct answers, a known cause of student frustration.
2. NoReject: if the semantic interpreter fails to arrive at an interpretation,
then the classifier’s label is used; otherwise, the label from the semantic
interpreter is used. This combination creates a system that never rejects
student answers as uninterpretable.
3. NoRejectCorrect: if both of the previous conditions hold (the classifier labels the answer as correct and the semantic interpreter fails to find an interpretation), then the classifier’s label is used; in all other cases, the label
from the semantic interpreter is used. This combination is a more conservative version of the NoReject system.
These three different ways of combining the output of the semantic interpreter
and the classifier each have advantages and disadvantages. Being more lenient in
grading student answers as correct may help improve user satisfaction but risks
missing opportunities to correct misconceptions and provide useful remediation.
Never rejecting answers as uninterpretable can reduce student frustration. However, uninterpretable utterances often arise from incorrect uses of terminology,
and learning to speak in the way expected for the domain has been positively
correlated with learning outcomes [22]. The semantic interpreter provides information about the nature of interpretation failures that supports generation of
targeted help messages, pointing out problematic wordings not consistent with
the domain, such as “Paths cannot be broken, only components can be broken.”
[6]. Some students may benefit from seeing such rejection messages.
Choosing the best trade-off may depend on the high-level tutoring policy
and the application domain. However, it is important to evaluate how different
combinations affect the overall quality of natural language interpretation, which
affects interaction quality as a whole. This is the focus of the rest of the paper.

4

Evaluation

4.1

Experimental Setup

For this experiment, we used the Beetle portion of the Student Response Analysis
task corpus5 , which is an updated version of the gold standard evaluation corpus
from [10]. This dataset consists of 3426 student answers to explanation questions
4
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In addition to these rule-based combinations, we also attempted to learn the best
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collected from the interactions of 35 paid undergraduate volunteers working with
the Beetle II system.
The Beetle II semantic interpreter was developed based on transcripts from
an earlier version of the system which were not included in our evaluation corpus.
Thus, this corpus constitutes unseen data for the semantic interpreter.
We used 10-fold cross-validation to evaluate the performance of the standalone classifier and the combined systems. At every iteration, we used 9 folds
to train the statistical classifier, and the 10th fold as a test set for the system
using it. We report the per-class precision, recall and F1 scores as evaluation
metrics, following [10]. We use the macro-averaged F1 score as the primary evaluation metric because it is suitable for evaluating unbalanced class distributions,
requiring that the system performs well on identifying all possible classes and
does not only focus on the most frequent cases.
In all our combined systems, we use the simple lexical similarity classifier
described in [5]. While more sophisticated approaches are available [18, 21], the
simple features that we use are fast to compute and do not require additional
external resources. Our goal is to produce a lightweight approach that complements the more resource-intensive symbolic interpretation. In future, more
advanced features can be considered to further enhance system performance.
4.2

Results

Table 1 shows the performance of the semantic interpreter and our classifier
taken alone. Both perform at the same overall level (0.45 macro-averaged F1),
but the semantic interpreter has substantially higher precision and lower recall.
Thus, the systems have complementary strengths and weaknesses, suggesting
that improved performance may be possible by combining the approaches.
Table 2 presents evaluation results for the three combination systems described in Section 3.2. The performance of each of the combined systems differs
significantly from the standalone semantic interpreter, with p < 0.001 on an
approximate randomization test with 10,000 permutations [24].
The best performance improvement is achieved by the NoReject system,
where the classifier’s label is used whenever symbolic interpretation fails, raising the system’s macro-averaged F1 from 0.45 to 0.54. Performance improves
across all classes, with the largest improvements in “contradictory” and “nondomain”. Although this system experiences a drop in precision, resulting in more
misidentified classes, it is accompanied by a significant increase in recall, since
no utterances are rejected as uninterpretable.
In contrast, the OptimisticCorrect system, which always accepts a student
answer as correct if the classifier judges it correct, results in significantly reduced
performance compared to the semantic interpreter alone (0.43 F1), with precision on identifying correct answers dropping from 0.94 to 0.65, and recall not
increasing sufficiently to compensate for the drop. Finally, the more conservative
NoRejectCorrect system, which only overrides the semantic interpreter if both
the interpretation fails and the classifier judges the answer correct, provides a

Semantic interpreter
Statistical classifier
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
correct
0.94
0.50
0.66
0.64
0.78
0.70
pc inc
0.45
0.51
0.48
0.42
0.35
0.38
contra
0.54
0.18
0.27
0.44
0.36
0.40
irrlvnt
0.21
0.21
0.20
0.09
0.03
0.05
nondom
0.90
0.51
0.65
0.63
0.84
0.73
macro avg
0.60
0.38
0.45
0.45
0.47
0.45
Table 1. Evaluation results for the semantic interpreter alone and the classifier alone.

OptimisticCorrect
NoReject
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
correct
0.65
0.85
0.74
0.75
0.66
0.70
pc inc
0.54
0.31
0.40
0.43
0.64
0.51
contra
0.56
0.09
0.16
0.56
0.40
0.46
irrlvnt
0.22
0.19
0.21
0.20
0.24
0.22
nondom
0.93
0.51
0.66
0.76
0.89
0.82
macro avg
0.58
0.39
0.43
0.54 0.57 0.54
Table 2. Evaluation results for three different system

NoRejectCorrect
P
R
F1
0.76
0.66
0.70
0.45
0.51
0.48
0.54
0.18
0.28
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.90
0.51
0.65
0.57
0.42
0.46
combinations.

small (though still significant) boost in performance compared to the semantic
interpreter alone.
These results show that symbolic interpretation and statistical classification
can be effectively combined in a system architecture geared towards automatic
generation of targeted feedback. We discuss the trade-offs involved and future
improvements in the next section.

5

Discussion and Future Work

This paper presents a first attempt at combining a symbolic semantic interpreter
and a statistical classifier in the context of a tutorial dialogue system which
generates natural language feedback dynamically based on detailed semantic
analysis of student contributions. In our evaluation, the rule-based semantic interpreter and the lexical similarity-based statistical classifier perform similarly as
stand-alone systems, but can be combined to improve performance significantly
by using the statistical classifier to label utterances rejected as uninterpretable
by the semantic interpreter.
Unlike previous approaches to statistical natural language understanding in
tutorial dialogue, we use a simple set of five correctness classes that apply to
all questions, and do not depend on “correct answer aspects” specific to the
problem. Assigning one of these classes is sufficient to allow the system to employ
a subset of its tutoring strategies, namely, content-free prompts, in situations
where the semantic interpreter cannot reliably provide the fine-grained semantic
representations necessary for instantiating more specific strategies.

Nielsen et al. [19] show how to obtain more fine-grained information about
correct, incorrect and missing parts of student answers using a statistical classification approach. This presents an interesting avenue for future work, as such
an approach could potentially enable the system to use a wider range of dynamically generated strategies. However, the finer-grained classification scheme also
requires correspondingly more annotation effort, since each student answer must
be annotated with 10 labels on average. Our approach is less labor-intensive with
respect to annotation, at the cost of having less specific information available.
In the three combination systems that we tried, we found the greatest improvement in language interpretation accuracy when using the classifier only on
utterances which the symbolic interpreter rejected as having no interpretation.
In contrast, relying on the classifier’s “correct” label, which was an attempt to
compensate for the large number of correct answers mislabeled by the interpreter,
did not improve system performance. This system combination might become
more effective if more sophisticated approaches, especially textual entailment
methods, were used in the classifier. We are considering the best techniques to
use as part of our future work.
The next step in system development is to test the new robust interpreter
with users, to see whether improved robustness translates into improvements in
end-to-end system performance. While there is clearly a link between interpretation quality and both learning gain and user satisfaction [8], intrinsic evaluation
metrics alone are not always good predictors of final outcomes [5]. We are planning to use our robust interpretation module in an upcoming user evaluation, and
will assess its contribution by comparing the learning outcomes obtained with
the new system to the results of the previous evaluation where less sophisticated
NLP was used.
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